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Defending the right of the oppressed is a duty for all humans
The right of the oppressed.

Hamburg, 14.07.2023, 23:28 Time

USPA NEWS - Hello, dear readers.

I hope this article isn't tiresome, and these words come from the depths of a person and convey my wishes.

Truly, why don't we love each other anymore?

With any belief, we can live in a world without fear, without war, without lies, and without conflict.

Where is our spirit of seeking peace?

Why don't we help future generations to live in peace and tranquility?

Don't we support the oppressed?

At this very moment when we are reading this article, many people in war-torn areas are living with the stress of survival and insecurity
against Putin's cowardly war.

Moreover, in Iran, many people don't even have money to buy bread, and their lives are getting harder every day.

A world filled with fear to continue living.

I neither know nor wish to know why some rulers on Earth, despite witnessing the illness of Covid-19 and experiencing that humans
deserve love, peace, and kindness, still pursue injustice. Do they think they are eternal?

I despise this power because it has created bloodthirsty dictatorships, plunging countries like Iran, Ukraine, Iraq, Syria, Yemen, Libya,
Afghanistan into their darkest days of history.

I wish that one day respect for human beliefs becomes a fundamental cultural principle across all societies, and we recognize that all
of us, as humans, should coexist in peace and tranquility.

We can easily see in historical books that no tyrant ruler has remained immortal, and likewise, no human has lived forever. I have a
dream,
A dream of equal rights, respect, peace, prosperity, a world without weapons of war, a world filled with happiness. We, as humans,
deserve it.
Unfortunately, certain misguided policies and extremist tendencies have caused divisions among people, which is a human tragedy in
itself. Because women and men, we all should be equal to experience a peaceful world.

?Why should we not help people who demand freedom and peace?

Iran, with its excellent geographical location for transit, significant historical sites, and a peace-loving civilization and hospitable
people, can be beneficial to the whole world. The benefits go far beyond oil. If Iran becomes free, it can provide ample opportunities for
entrepreneurship to young people worldwide. It can bring a prosperous and culturally rich country to fruition. It can establish peace and
stability in the Middle East region. It can eliminate terrorist groups that receive strong support from Ayatollah Khamenei. It can bring
peace, tranquility, and an extraordinary relationship with Israel, the holy land. It can eliminate the nuclear threat posed by the Islamic
government of Iran. It can prevent Iranian drones from targeting the city of Kyiv in Ukraine. Are all these possibilities solely tied to



Iran's oil profits? I have no doubt that even if Iran becomes free, the world will still negotiate much more transparent and lucrative oil
deals with Iran.

I have a dream, a dream of peace. We, as humans, have reached a point where we can no longer bring progress to our countries
through peace and healthy competition, except by removing individuals like Ali Khamenei and the terrorist group, the IRGC.
Otherwise, the conditions of humanity and helping one another will continue to fade every day. By condemning the Iranian regime, not
only will Iran and its people find tranquility, but also neighboring countries will benefit more. European and American countries can
engage in much more profitable trade deals with Iran with peace of mind. Condemning the Islamic Republic regime in Iran will bring
prosperity, peace, and stability to many countries, as Iran is among the wealthiest nations according to the statistics I have read.
However, despite all this, I still cannot comprehend why the voices of the Iranian people, who have sacrificed their lives for freedom,
are not wanted to be heard by modern nations. During the past nine months, many citizens in Iran have been killed by direct shootings
from government organs, and many others are being abducted every day by the savage Iranian government, with uncertain fates
awaiting them.

I hope for a day when no human is awakened from sleep by the fear of war and the sound of bullets. I hope no mother loses her child to
war. I hope the unjust war of Putin against Ukraine comes to an end as quickly as possible. I hope that future generations never
witness what we have seen, but instead experience happiness and prosperity.

I wish I could make my voice reach the whole world, to condemn the current approach of governments deciding to negotiate with the
terrorist regime of Khamenei and allowing IRGC Get the Mark Of Terrorism Organization Group
And Shout Down The Embassies of Islamic Republic of Iran In Their Countries
I wish they stand on the right side of history with the people of Iran and support them in freeing their country from the main enemy,
which is none other than Ali Khamenei.
We Should Take Care Of Each Other, This Is The Greatest Way Of Humanity , We Have A One Earth The Peace Is So Much
Important Than War , Than Please Support All The Countries What Their People Cant Have Freedom Yet , Support Them By
Speaking , Writing , Emailing To Your Ministry of Interior Or Your Country President and Explain Them To Support This Countries.
Do The Historical Act Because Of Humanity.

Thank you for your time in reading this heartfelt expression.
Than Please Support Iranian To They CanChange Their Regime In Peaceful Way.
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